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President's

Message

During the current
academic year, Northwestern's entire faculty
and staff is actively engaged in an-Institutional
Self-Study. This study,
, composed of eleven different faculty committees, is directly related
to a self-evaluation of
Northwestern's
new
four-year bachelor degree program in teacher training.
Each faculty committee is evaluating a specific phase of Northwestern, as related to the development program. Numerous constructive suggestions for
continued improvement have been presented for consideration. One of the committees in the Self-Study
project is related to the over-all "Purposes and Objectives" of Northwestern. The preliminary report of this
specific committee appropr~a~ely. included the statement: "Convinced that religion IS inseparable from
education, Northwestern upholds the ideals and standards of the Reformed Church, the oldest Protestant
denomination in America."
As reflected in this statement of objectives, even
though our institution endeavors to revise, experiment
and improve some phases of its program, it is Northwestern's firm commitment to maintain and perpetuate her distinctive Christian educational goals.
Preston J. Stegenga
President
I

T1/ E C/A$$/C
Northwestern

College

•

Orange City, Iowa

Blaise Levai, Director of Publicity and
Admissions
Sylvio Scorza, Professor of Languages
Co-Editors
In this issue the CLASSIC appears in a
new format and is expanded to include more
pictures and articles, The editors welcome comments from the readers concerning this issue as
a whole or any of its parts.
Entered as second class matter June 17, 1929, at the
Post Office at Orange Oity, Iowa, under the Act of August 24, 1912. Published
quarterly in February, May,
August and November as the Bulletin of Northwestern
College and Academy, Orange City, Iowa.

Campus Calendar
February 1 Northwestern vs. Emmetsburg _ There
4 Northwestern vs. Luther - Here
5 & 6 College Play - "The Diary of Anne
Frank"
12 Northwestern vs. South Dakota State _
There
17-20 State Junior College Basketball Tournament - Webster City
March 2-3 Board of Trustees Meeting
25 to April 5 - Spring recess
25 Concert Series - Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra
April
12 Northwest Iowa Fine Arts Festival
26 State Junior College Speech Festival
May
28 Alumni Banquet
29 Baccalaureate
30 Commencement

The Dean's Corner
January 11, 1960
Students, Alumni, and Friends of Northwestern:
As of this date, we are about to conclude the first
semester of the 1959-60school year.
To you, the students of our campus, We wish you
well in your final exams. May your second semester
be an enjoyable experience
as it becomes a part of your
educational program. May
your academic training ultimately lead to a life of service to your fellowman and
to the glory of God.
From you, our alumni
and friends, we solicit your
continued support in maintaining Northwestern in accord with its true purpose.
In addition to your faithfulness of the past, may we
ask two favors of you.
First, acquaint yourself with the young people. in
your church and community and encourage your high
school graduates to attend one of our church colleges.
We sincerely believe that the small Christian college
has many advantages over the large public universities.
Secondly, we are always on the lookout for teaching and staff personnel. A word spoken by you at an
opportune time could be effective in securing professional and administrative personnel so desperately
needed in our Christian colleges.
Our physical plant is continuing in its expanding
program. The new men's dormitory should be ready
for occupancy for the 1960-61school term. This will
be a great asset for all men students.
Several new courses have been added to our curriculum for the second semester and the summer
school that is to follow. If any of you desire to extend
your college training or renew your teacher's certificate, we would be pleased to review our present and
future offerings with you.
J. L. De Vries, Dean

,

CHOIR TOUR PLANNED - A schedule of
appearances by the College A Cappella Choir
on their annual spring tour is now being
planned. Correspondence is being exchanged
with representatives of churches in Iowa,
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois, to com-

plete the schedule. Dates for the tour have

Concerning

Finance

Northwestern is in the midst of an historic year.
At the beginning of this school year the third year of
college work has been added toward the bachelor's
degree in the teacher training program. A record
number of students are attending classes. The construction of the men's
dormitory is moving
'.~
forward steadily. The
Master
Development
Plan of Northwestern
is moving forward in
every way.
The financial response of churches and individuals during the last
quarter of 1959has been
very encouraging. Gifts
from churches and individuals
throughout
our denomination have
been received to the extent that it is possible
to meet all General
Fund obligations to date
for this fiscal year.

-

been tentatively set for March 24 through
April 4.
Plans are also being made for concerts
which will be given in this immediate area.
The closing concert is to be given in Orange
City on the first or second Sunday night in
May.
Recently an alumnus of the institution gave a
contribution in the amount of $2,300.It would be a
great help to Northwestern if an increasing number
of her graduates would be inclined to make personal
contributions. Many institutions of higher learning
these days are receiving substantial sums from their
alumni. We sincerely hope that this area of giving to
Northwestern may be greatly increased in the years
to come.
-The Rev. E. Van Engelenhoven
Director of Public Relations

Plans set for first
Northwestern summer session
Northwestern College is planning a six-week
summer school session. Watch the next issue of the
CLASSIC for complete details of dates and course
offerings.
Any alumnus who is interested in attending the
summer session is urged to write to the college to
be put on the mailing list. The brochures will be
mailed sometime during the second semester.
If you desire any particular course, please request
early to see if it can be arranged.

The Challenge of Gospel Team Work
The name "Gospel
Team" contains a very
clear reference to the
definite purpose of this
group. The. first and ultimate purpose of this
organization is to spread
the gospel wherever its
members go. We as students representing this
organization are interested in the business of
our Father, and this is
an active way in which
we are able to express
our interest. Being a
member of a gospel
team gives each student
a chance to show his
stand for Christ. In a
small and yet important way, it means takIi i _
ing Christ's command
1..•
. and challenge to go into
GOSPEL TEAM MEMBERS - (left to right): Warren Ebbens Norman
all the world preaching
Van Manen, Myra Gunnink, Eunice De Hoogh, Tom Vander Schaaf Jess
the gospel, and making
Landhuis,
'
it real in our lives.
The gospel team also
denomination, but also to groups within other denomshows the stand that Northwestern College takes for
inations. The requests come from Iowa, Minnesota,
Christ. Through the efforts and witnessing of the
South Dakota, and Nebraska. Some of the teams have
gospel team, the world is able to see that Northgone as far as 185miles in fulfillment of requests.
western is interested in the work of the kingdom. It
In the spring of the year, a gospel team tour is
exemplifies the efforts of the college to train young
planned, which is the highlight of the organization.
men and women to make known their stand for Christ.
This team will be selected from members who have
A second purpose is also fulfilled through the gosshown outstanding leadership throughout the school
pel team organization. It develops leadership among
year. This is a great challenge to the students selected
Christian young people. The world definitely needs
since they often make two and three appearances in
more Christian leadership, but very often we hear
a day. During the week of the tour many churches
people say that they just cannot speak or pray in
at a distance from the college will be visited.
public. We as a gospel team do not try to make speakMany students on the campus have had fine exers out of every member, but they can take part by
periences
in gospel team work. Some members
reading Scripture, praying, singing, or playing an inenter into the ministry or mission work, others see
strument, all of which can be used to the glory of
their calling as a Christian layman. In this way they
God.
continue their witness and leadership for Christ.
The gospel teams are sent upon request to church- Donald Baker, Sophomore,
es and organizations primarily within the Reformed
President of the Christian Fellowship

~f

New Encyclopedia of
World Art in library
Miss Helen Van Wechel, Librarian, announced
that Northwestern has just received the first volume
of Encyclopedia of World Arl. Tentative orders were
placed two years ago, with the first volume to appear
early in 1960.
"Most ambitious plunge of all is the Encyclopedia
of World Arl. announced by McGraw-Hill. Undertaken
jointly with Rome's Institute for Cultural Collaboration, it is probably the greatest venture ever in art
publications," states TIME Magazine in its December
21st issue.
The first volume is published and the remaining
volumes will appear at the rate of four a year until
the fifteen volumes have been published.

Librarian, Miss Helen Van Wechel, and her assistant,
Mrs. Brower, in the college library.

•

Raiders top con lerence
The Raiders now have a 15-1record in basketball
competition.

Northwestern had won eight consecutive games
before being defeated by a keen Eagle Grove team,
94-77,and since has won 7 straight.
The week before Eagle Grove Northwestern defeated Grand View college from Des Moines, 82-69,in
a game which was called by many the best ever played in the college auditorium.
With an 11-1 conference record the Raiders now
have won top spot in conference standings.

Northwestern defeated Dordt College in the first
game of the season for both teams, 82-63. In the last
encounter the Raiders wholloped the Dordt team 8743. Northwest.ern has also twice defeated Estherville,
Emmetsburg, Waldorf and Fort Dodge. The Raiders
have two remaining

games before the Iowa Junior

College Tourney in Webster City, February 17-20.
The leading scorer for the team so far this season
has been Leon Schimmel from Sioux Center who has
scored a total of 340 points in 16 games for a 21 point
average.

Howard

Beernink,

also from

Sioux

Center,

follows with 259 points for a 16 point average. Don
Vander Stoep and Don Rowenhorst from Orange City
and Harlan Eernisse from Chandler, Minnesota round
out the rest of the starting five. Each one of the five
has been high point man in one or more games.

Northwestern health service
makes great progress
The new health program has added benefits for
both students and staff at Northwestern College. Dr.
Marian Levai, College Physician and Mrs. Del De
Haan, College Nurse, report.ed 123 patients were seen
during the first semester in over 300 visits either at
home Or at the Health Clinic. All Academy st.udents
were checked for visual acuity and the boys were
given physical examinations in their physical education program.

Over 200 persons were given the Mantoux test
for tuberculosis detection. and positive reactors will
be x-rayed in cooperation with the program supported
by the Iowa Tuberculosis and Health Association.
In preventive medicine 155 immunizations were
given for poliomyelitis and 130 for tetanus.
The sanitation committee checked facilities in
the dining hall, kitchen and dormitories and made
recommendations. A nutrition study of meals served
in Heemstra Hall over a period of one month indicated that the students are receiving a well-balanced
and adequate diet.
Since health education is of primary importance
for the college student, films were secured on poliomyelitis vaccine and cancer in women. It is the aim of
Northwestern not only to care for students requiring
medical attention, but also to maintain good health so
that both mentally and physically the student may
work at his best.

FACES AROUND THE CROSS - painted by Kenneth N. Schaap, sophomore from Sioux Center, attempts to delve into the meaning of Lent. What does
the painting say to you?

Laura De Blauw plays lead
in "Diary of Anne Frank"
Miss Laura De Blauw
of Orange City has been
cast in the leading role
of "The Diary of Anne
Frank,"
Northwestern
College production of
February 5th and 6th.
The play is the dramatization of the real diary
of a real Anne Frank, a
13-year-old Jewish girl
who with her parents
and others went into
hiding in an attic in
Amsterdam, Holland, in
July 1942.

President of General Synod
addresses campus mass meeting
The Rev. Dr. Howard G. Hageman, prominent
clergyman and lec!ure~ of Newark, New Jersey, spoke
at a mass gathermg In Northwestern's New Auditorium Sunday evening, January 24th at 7:30 p.m.
Over 100 Churches in
Iowa had been invited to
hear the annual presidential address on the program of the Reformed
Church.
Dr. Hageman is a graduate of Harvard University and New Brunswick
Theological
Seminary,
New Jersey, where he is
a frequent lecturer. He is
the author of several books
and numerous theological
articles.
Music was provided by
the College Choir under
the direction of Prof. Lawrence Van Wyk, Chairman of Northwestern's music
department.

-

New courses offered in
growing evening school
On January 25th the Evening School began. Rural
Sociology, Audio Visual Aids and Techniques
and Creative Writing are the three new courses
offered because of increasing interest in the expanding
curriculum of Northwestern.
The Evening School is designed to meet the graduation and certification requirements of Iowa.
Rural Sociology, a 2 hr. course taught by Dr.
Rob.ert A. Rowher, is a study of rural society, its orgamzatIOn and problems from the point of view of
social consequence. The place of the rural church will
be given attention.
Audio Visual Aids and Techniques, meets with
Dr. Thomas Risk as instructor. The course stresses
sources of audio-visual aids, selection, preparation and
use of these aids; the planning and integration of a
school program; and the selection, operation and maintenance of equipment.
Creative Writing, meets on Tuesday under the
direction of Dr. Blaise Levai. This is a practical course
of special interest to those who wish to develop the
essentials of original writing designed for publication.
The seminar includes: preparation of articles aimed
at various magazine markets; critical analyses of markets and articles; writers at work are also discussed.
Practical sessions include poetry, magazine articles
and fiction. Direct editorial assistance, criticism of
manuscripts and exhibits are provided.
About 70 persons attend classes in the Northwestern Evening School.

World-famed Vienna chorus
sings at Northwestern College
On January 11th the romance and glory long
associated with the music of old Vienna were symbolized in the Vienna Academy Chorus in the crowded Northwestern Auditorium.
The Chorus, now on its sixth North American
transcontinental tour, presented a program of variety
and color.
The 12 men and 12 women of the Chorus are
chosen f~om the ranks of the most talented graduates
of the. VIenna Academy of Music. Many are also accomplished instrumentalists, who lend variety to the
p:ogram by stepping out of the Chorus ranks to proVIde special Instrumental accompaniment to some of
the numbers.
Thomas C. David, conductor, educated at the College of MU~icin Leipzig, has won numerous awards.
Following their current tour of the United States
and Canada, the Chorus will leave from the West
Coast for its first tour of Japan.

Legacies totaling $35,000
given Northwestern College
The Rev. E. Van Engelenhoven, Director of Public Relations, announced that Northwestern College
.received three legacies totaling approximately $35,000.
An increasing number of people are becoming aware
of the important place that Christian higher education takes in the life of the church, in the life of our
nation, as well as in the life of the nations of the
world. Therefore, a large!" number of people are
leaving legacies for this important work.

TEACHERS ...
Have YOU complered your Bachelor's Degree?
If you haven'l - plan 10 enroll in Norlhweslern's
new Teacher Training Program.
Wrile 10 Ihe Admission Office for delails.

The International Relations Club at Northwestern college met February 1 at 8 p.m. in Van Peursem
Hall. Dr. Blaise Levai, who spent over 13 years in
India, presented slides on India and spoke. The meeting was open to the public.

•

NEW DORM BEING BUILT FROM INSIDE
OUT - The new Northwestern men's dormi-

tory, is being constructed by a system of reinforced concrete column and beam construction being used for the first time in Orange
City.
The three story structure is being built
from the inside out - instead of building the
outside walls, and then the interior walls.
The first and second floors of the new
Dormitory are shown above as workmen proceed with the novel practice of completing
all the floors before the masonry walls of
the building are started.

Poetry association

The system is to lay the foundation and
then support the second floor on many wooden supports, pouring the second floor concrete on top of a metal form. As soon as this
is ready, the third floor will be built and
poured in a similar manner, moving the supports up to rest on the second floor and then
pouring the concrete on top.
After the rough interior is complete and
ready for finishing brick walls will be constructed around the building and final finishing and decorating completed in the enclosed building.

honors two on campus

The National Pcctry Association has announced that the poems PERPETUAL
MIRACLE by Tom Vander Schaaf, a
sophomore from Canada, and A MYSTERY
by Mrs. Barbara Klay of Orange City have
been accepted in the Annual Anthology of
College Poetry.
The National Poetry Anthology is a
compilation of the finest poetry written
by the College men and women of
America, representing every section of the
country.
Dr. Dennis Hartman, Secretary of the
National Poetry Association stated: "Selections were made from thousands of
poems submitted. We heartily congratulate these students on this honor."
A MYSTERY
Who can understand the mind of
God?
His mind hidden in mystery
Breaks forth
Each day like light upon the cliffs.
Who can understand His love
And why He has chosen me?
Finite against infinite
I am weary of searching to know
why.
On human knees
He begins to convey

PERPETUAL MIRACLE
The rushing wind that blows the
dusk
Into the blooming hour of Spring
Shall send the new-born on
through time
With endless praise through vale
and dale.
O'er mountains high, and valleys
low
Shall soar the songs of nightingales
And streams shall sing their endless chorus
From mountains high to oceans
yonder.
The silence breaks with chirps
abroad.
The sun sends out its rays of
glory
Through moor and fen comes
forth the sound
From bristling young with glorious
splendor.
The grasses sprout. The flowers
bloom.
The birds have nestled once again
And sing their praise to highest
heaven.
The perpetual miracle has begun ...

Alumni Ass 'n Officers
Irwin Muilenburg, President C'38
Forrest Hubers, 1st Vice-president A'51, C'53
Mrs. Jake Mouw, 2nd Vice-president A'04
Mrs. Mathilda Vander Wilt, Recording Sec. C'33
Mrs. David Van Peursem, Corresponding Sec. A'52,C'54
Earl Bonnema, Treasurer Cn'47
Mrs. Jake De Haan, Banquet Chairman A'26
Mr. Dick Van Zanten, Nominating Committee
Chairman C"48
Vernon Newendorp, "N" Club Representative C'32

Alumnus is now representative
of all RCA-church colleges

STUDENT DELEGATES at the conference
were: first row, Pakistan, Alabama, Hungary,
British Guinea, South India; second row, Singapore, Hungary.

Three Northwestern students
delegates to world conference
Verla Nyhof, Wesley Teo and James Heng represented Northwestern as delegates to the 18th Ecumenical Student Conference on the Christian World
Mission.

In

Athens,

Ohio,

students

from

over

100 different nations, representing over 300 American college campuses, met during the Christmas vacation to hear Bishop Lesslie Newbigin and Dr. Martin
L. King.
Bishop Newbigin, General Secretary of the International Missionary Council was the key speaker. Born
in England and educated at Cambridge, he went to
South India as a missionary, where he became a Bishop in the new Church of South India. He holds honorary doctorates from the University of Chicago and St.
Andrews University.
Dr. Martin King, known for his stand on racial
segregation in the South, gave one of the main messages.
"We were thrilled by the messages of the conference,"

said James

Heng,

freshman

from

Singa-

pore. "We were stirred not only by their messages
on the Christian faith but challenged by the men behind the messages," he added.
Dr. Newbigin pointed out that the world missionary movement can only remain living and healthy if
it is willing to make difficult decisions. What is desperately needed is a vision, a symbol - which will
evoke from the ordinary Christian the response which
God wants of us in our generation.
It has recently been announced that Dr. Sylvia
Scorza, Professor of Religion at Northwestern College
has been appointed as an abstractor of the journal
"Religious and Theological Abstracts" published quar:
terly by Theological Publications, Inc.
The Journal is a non-sectarian abstracting service
useful to busy pastors interested in current scholarly
publications.

The Rev. Adelphos A. Dykstra, graduate of
Northwestern College, class of 1930, recently assumed
the duties of Field Representative for the Colleges
of the Reformed Church in America.
Having attended Harrison Classical Academy,
Harrison, South Dakota,
Northwestern
Junior
College, Hope College
and Western Theological
Seminary, Rev. Dykstra
has had first-hand experience with Christian
higher education.
After twenty-one years
in the pastorate, serving
Reformed churches in
Minnesota,
Indiana,
Michigan and Iowa, Rev.
and Mrs. Dykstra have
settled in Holland, Mich.
Two of the Dykstra's
sons, Don and Bob, have
also attended Northwestern College.
Working as a field representative for the church
colleges entails visiting ministers and congregations
on behalf of Northwestern, Hope, and Central Colleges. Mr. Dykstra, in attempting to bring the colleges
in closer relationship with the churches, is promoting
the total Stewardshp Advance goals of the Reformed
church as a denomination.
Mr. Dykstra commented concerning his work,
"These visits are a genuine privilege and offer opportunity for sharing personally in the thinking of
the church, as well as sharing with them some of the
privileges we enjoy in this time of rapidly increasing
enrollments."

NW Grad Writes Mass
Dale Fleck, a music student who was graduated
last year, is attending the University of Colorado. His
training at Northwestern has enabled him to do some
fine work in Boulder. He is assistant organist and
choir director at the St. John's Episcopal Church.
He has written a Mass setting which has been
accepted and is being printed for Church use.
Mr. Fleck received his harmony work under the
supervision of Mrs. H. Breese. His church music and
theory foundation was under the supervision of Miss
F. Smith.

•

Alumni News

leffel'!
... from the world-around
Thanks very much for your
kind and sympathetic letters following the death of my father.
Your letters and the others we received have been a real comfort,
as we sorrow far removed from
the scene of his death and burial.
A tape recording was made of the
funeral

service,

and so we

were

able to share in that in a very vivid way about a week later.
Dad would often speak of death,
and the probability that he would
experience

it

SOOD,

speaking

with

a healthy anticipation. He was
ready to go, and we are thankful
that he was taken in such a peaceful way.
Thanks for the clippings about
the funeral and the one from the
CLASSIC and the photo taken at
the cornerstone laying.
We have been and always are
interested in hearing news about
Northwestern.
Al Pennings,
Kuwait, Arabia

•

•

*

"How much we appreciated a
copy of the CLASSIC. It is a splendid means of keeping posted on
news. Do keep us on your mailing
list."

Rev. and Mrs. Ralph G. Korteling
Nicaragua, Central America

*

•

•

Dr. John Henry Piet writes
from Vellore, South India:
"Bible Correspondence now
has a total enrollment of 115,000."

•

•

*

Dr. and Mrs. Don Bosch from
Muscat, Arabian Gulf write: "Important developments in the Arabian Mission area are partially discouraging, but we thank God for
the many encouraging happenings:
Amarah Station has been taken
over by the Iraqi government,
forcing all mission personnel to
leave Amarah and closing down
our hospital and church there. The
mission-owned property was seized
by the government.
The Kuwait Church, however,
has called its first Arab pastor,
and this new pastor, a product of
the Evangelical Christian Church
in Egypt, becomes the first Arab
pastor to serve his own people in
the Arabian Gulf area."

•

•

•

"I was a member of the Class of
1910 at the Northwestern Classical
Academy. I also taught a year in
the Academy, in 1914-15, and it
was from there that I first went
to India as a Missionary of our Reformed Church.
After a short term 1915-19, as
Principal of Hope High School in
Madanapalle, I took my Divinity
studies at Princeton Theological
Seminary and Edinburgh University, after which I have been a
missionary

in the American

Arcot

Mission.
Now I am retiring from missionary service and have left India.
Our address will be 11 Seminary
Place, New Brunswick, N. J.
It is our hope to come to Orange
City to reside in the Missionarv
Hoine for a year, after next
September.
The class of 1910will celebrate
its 50th anniversary this year, and
I should like to be informed whether any special anniversary celebrations may take place.
John D. Muyskens,
written in mid-Atlantic

• • •

The Rt. Rev. Dr. David Chellappa, Bishop in Madras, South India
writes that there is a great need
of ministering to Indian college
students. Dr. Chellappa, was honored when he spoke at Northwestern College with an Award of
Merit. "The Student Christian
Move~ent is finding its hands too
full, and deserves far more support
and encouragement
from
the
Churches than it receives. There
are many other avenues of service.
One is the need of more vernacular
Christian literature - both their
production and their distribution.
Here is an opportunity which we
exploit without interference from
the State. In this connection, it is
time that our Christian leaders,
Indians included, began to think
less in English and more in Tamil."

D£ATHS
Dr. Gerrit Pennings A'O]
Dr. Leonard Melles Cn'3]
Herman Stuart A'24
Dr. E. Samuel Aeilts A'07
Miss Clara Van Til, former Dean
of Women and instructor at
Northwestern.

WiEDDINGS
Andrew Jr. De Jager Cn'59 to
Barbara Marie Cullinan - R. Rock
Valley.
Audrey Vander Schaaf C'58 to
Kenneth Van Grouw - R. Orange
City.
Mrs. Mae Poll to Mr. L. L: Riter
- R. Algona.
Betty Aberson A'49, Cn'51 to
Bernie Engeltj es - R. Sheldon.
Dorothy Driese C'55 to Milton
Martens - R. Sibley.
Irwin Symens C'56 to Cleo Rademacker - R. Amherst, S. Dak.
Lorraine Korver Cn'56 to Stanley Brink - R. Orange City.
Lorretta Korver Cn'56 to Henry
Lloyd De Haan - R. Orange City.
Beverly Smits C'51 to Rev. Richard Vander Voet - R. Lakewood,
Calif.
Neva Jean De Jager C'59 to Milo
De J ong - R. Maurice.
Willard Punt C'56 to Jackie Vander Zwaag - R. Sioux Center.
Harriet Miersma C'58 to Henry
Peter Valentine - B. Hull.

BIRTHS
A daughter, Gracia Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerrit J. Vander Streeck,
(nee Minerva Hulstein Cn'50).
A daughter, Jane Rochelle, to
Mr. (C'52) and Mrs. George Van
Zyl, (nee Nelva Keunen A'51
C'53).
A daughter, Rebecca Lynn, to
Mr. (C'53) and Mrs. Raymond
Breed, (nee Rolene Brower C'53).
A son, Paul Allen, to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Schutte, (nee Eva Van
Drie C'55).
A son, Robert John, to Mr. (Cn'
49) and Mrs. Robert Van Roekel,
(nee Rachael Reinders C'50).
A son, Roland Jay, to Mr. (C'M)
and Mrs. Norman Vander Lee, (nee
Ruby De Wild C'54).
A son, Mark Lamoyne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lamoyne Provty, (nee
Aletha Symens C'55).
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Bunz, (nee Irene Roelofso» C'47).
A daughter, Daughn Marie, to
Lt. Edgar (C'53) and Mrs. De
Vries, (nee Phyllis De Groot C'53).
A son, Daniel Charles, to Mr.
and Mrs. Chuck Lubbers, (nee Arlene Roos C'54).
A daughter, Janet, to Mr. (A'43)
and Mrs. Cornelius Van Zanten.
A -daughter, Ann Elizabeth, to
Mr. (C'47) and Mrs. Willard Top.
continued to next page

USuccess"

Alumni gifts asked for association
tables -for- auditorium project

One of the last pictures of Dr. G.
Pennings, a man whose .gift for
making and keeping friends is aptly described in these words by A.
L. Stanley:
"He has achieved success who
has lived well, laughed often and
loved much; who has gained the
respect of intelligent men and the
love of little children; who has filled his niche and accomplished his
task; who has left the world better
than he found it, whether by an
improved poppy, a perfect poem
or a rescued soul; who has never
lacked appreciation of earth's beauty or failed to express it; who has
looked for the best in others and
given the best he had; whose life
was an inspiration; whose memory
is a benediction."

An explanation is due to you.cwho have so graciously donated funds
to the alumni treasury for erasing the deficit incurred by the Alumni
Association in the purchase of thirty tables given for use in the multipurpose auditbrium. We have nearly reached the halfway mark; now
we are making specific efforts to finish the project.
During the week of January 11 the other "families" were contacted
and the week of January 25 one member of each of these families was
personally contacted to learn his group's decision. Incidentally, let me
insert an explanatory sentence. The "families" referred to a'l'e those
which have three or more alumni. Each of these families has been asked
to consider donating a table. There are a total of sixty such groups in our
association. We are hoping that the forty-two families which are being
re-contacted can donate the equivalent of sixteen tables. We would enjoy the embarrassment of over-subscription to this project! What a
thought!
Thanks to all thus far. A completed report will be sent to you later.
- Irwin Muilenburg, Class 1938
President, Alumni Association

A Iurnn i banquet
planned May 28th
Have you already decided
what the significance of the adjoining diagram might be? It is
a diagram of the projected table
arrangement for the alumni banquet. With the tables we purchased last year for use in the
multi-purpose auditorium, we
have this privilege of using the
"fan" arrangement of setting
tables. An observation of pre>.''''''1 f",
1'<'\' _ ''I'''' ilL""",
>1 -l~\-<l
t>...u~"'1
ceding banquets, has revealed
t!I."""
that a definite seating plan
1%
,q"l
G.. ""'"
would enhance your opportu1'1""
c.'''I0'/E
~"""'L "'."'.~
nity to meet your immediate
Northwestern acquaintances. Therefore we will use the ten sets of
tables, allowing the decades to suggest which table you will grace: The
dotted diagonal line divides the table area and the same lme indicates
which side of the assembly area we suggest you use when entering the
banquet hall.
.
Notice the "Special Reunion" table? Is that your class? To be certain
that it is why don't you and some classmate near you engineer a'reunion? We, of the Alumni Association will gladly assist in little tedious
details.
We have asked someone, presently overseas, to be our banquet
speaker. The plans for music, decorations, and food have been initiated,
How about initiating your attendance plans? An observation which is
amusing to those who have attended a banquet is the chagrin of those
who observe "If I had only known so and so would be there I would
have liked td have been there, too." Who was short-changed? Obviously,
the non-participant, who missed the exhilarating warmth of reunion,
was the loser.
Don't take that chance. Plan to come and enter the competition of
telling the best tale gleaned from "the halls of learning," Northwestern.
When all is said and done, the specific plans of the banquet settmg,
food, and program are entirely secondary to the brush of personalities.
Jot down the date: May 28!
- Irwin Muilenburg, Class of '38
President of Alumni Association
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Alumni News
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A daughter, Lorna Ruth, to Mr.
(C'47) and Mrs. Rodney Vanden
Berg.
A daughter to Dr. (C'50) and
Mrs. Robert Spaan.
A son to Mr. (An'31) and Mrs.
Julius Hop.
Two sons, Gregory Lynn (1958)
and Randal Dean (1959), to Mr.
(C'52) and Mrs. Delmar Westra,
(nee Margaret Intveldt Cn'55).
A daughter, Julia Kay, to Mr.
(Cn'53) and Mrs. Don Van Etten.
A son, Michael' Duane, to Mr.
(A'55) and Mrs. Peter Van Leerdam, (nee Hilda Westhoff Cn'55).
A son, Dale Keith, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Landagent, (nee Audree
Heemstra A'52, Cn'53).
Worry takes none of the grief
out of tomorrow but it takes all the
joy out of today.
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New athletic

leffe"

award established
A new athletic award
has been established by
the "N" Club Alumni
Organization.
The
award is a trophy to be
presented each year to
the "most valuable"
football player of the
Northwestern
College
team. The selection will
be made by a special committee and the winner will be announced each
spring at the Annual Honors Convocation.
Bill Boote, junior from New Jersey, and Roger Mouw, graduate
from Orange City, former members of Northwestern College football
teams, have donated this new trophy. The eligibility requirements for
selection of the award winner as announced by Vernon Newendorp,
president of the Alumni "N" Club are:
That he must be a graduating sophomore, that he earned at least
two letters in football, contributed to the success of the team, exhibited
good sportsmanship on and off the playing field and exemplified the
standards of Northwestern.

Mystery-photo from
Northwestern's gallery

-

-

J

WHO ARE THEY? - The faces may be familiar to many of our readers,
but can you identify this Northwestern group of a few years ago, including the names of the individuals? To the first three who send in
correct identifications the editor will give an interesting prize.
Earliest postmarks will determine winners.
Miss Jeane Noordhoff, missionary to the Japanese for 41 years, spoke
at the first Y.W.C.A. meeting of the second semester.
"Just as God had a purpose for Moses to fulfill, just as Dorcas with
her needle had a purpose to fulfill, so we as college students have a
purpose to fulfill for God," stated Miss Noordhoff, "and its our duty to
find the plan of God in our lives."
Miss Noordhoff is a graduate of Northwestern Academy in 1898.
At present she lives in the Mission Home in Orange City.

... to the Classtc Editor

"We enjoy' the CLASSIC very
much and are following closely
Northwestern's
progress
and
growth. Greetings to the staff and
God's richest blessings through the
future."
Sincerely,
Delmar D. and Margaret Westra

•

•

•

•

•

"Just to let you know that I
certainly enjoy the CLASSIC. It's
a fine way to keep informed on
what the former Northwestern students are doing."
Sincerely,
Mrs. Gerrit J. Vander Streek

•

"Many times as I go about my
daily duties in this little cottage
town far out in the hills of western New York state, I find my
thoughts swiftly returning over
time and space to a little town,
nestled snugly on the northwest
tip of Iowa, wherein dwells a
group of God-fearing Dutchmen
who have stolen a place in my
heart.
· .. I find myself at the present
moment midway through my first
semester here at Houghton College. My short stay here has been
a profitable one, in some respects.
I find the academic work here to
be of the highest caliber.
· . . I'm really learning and can
appreciate my literature
background from N. W. C.
· .. Oh, I long to worship Jehovah in the manner of those Godly
Calvinists on the plains of Iowa.
One does not appreciate the rich
heritage of our precious Reformed
faith until God calls him to be
estranged from it for a season.
There is a constant need to take
our attention away from the muck
and mire of OUf environment, to
pierce through the dust from
whence cometh our help.
. Greet the brethren for me."
Yours in His Loving Care,
Rich Mouw, Class of '59

* find* two checks,
"Enclosed• please
one to be used for the Dr. Jacob
Heemstra Memorial Fund and the
other to be used in whatever manner is deemed most worthwhile by
the college administrators."
Sincerely yours,
Harry and Muriel (Roos
Cn'52) Ostendorf

•

• •

Journalism class surveys
wandering class of '39
As this current academic year is the first time
that more than two years of college are being offered it was thought it might prove of interest to
surv~y an earlier class and learn how a representative
group of students of this school have made out since
leaving. Therefore the class of 1939 was selected for
the survey since the time elapsed represents nearly
one generation. By this time most of the members of
that class have completed any additional schooling,
lived through a great war, in which many of the class
were active participants, and have married and founded families.
It has taken nearly two months to complete this
survey. We were able to locate forty-four members
of the class. This includes a number who were "special
students" at the time. We have received completed
survey forms from half the total sent, representing
twenty-four former students. (Two of the class romances resulted in marriages, and acting as one, reported on only one form). Considering the short time,
and the fact that some addresses might have been out
of date and the request for information undelivered,
we are pleased with the favorable return. We thank
all those who cooperated by sending requested information.
Many indicated an interest in learning the results of the study; which certainly shows a continued
interest in Northwestern and former classmates. That
also is pleasing to us.
.
All those reporting indicated they were married.
The longest period of time is twenty-one ?,ears.. and
shortest is nine years. Total years of marriage IS 343
for average of just under sixteen. From th~se m!'rriages 'have come twenty-three sons and thirty-rune
daughters, or an average of just under three children
per family.
After leaving N.J.C., twenty took additional
schooling elsewhere. The average amount of additional schooling was just over two years. Nine earned
B.A. or B.S. degrees. Two have gotten M.A. degrees
and two have earned B.D.'s. One member of the
class has already earned his Ph.D. while at least two
more are perhaps working toward it.
Of the ten male members of the class who replied, eight were in military service during the war.
Five were in the Army, including three in the Air
Corps, and three Navy. Three of the women members
served during the war, two in the Army and one
Navy. Half the men were officers and the balance
enlisted men. One woman member was also an officer. Nine of the women married men who served,
of which two husbands were officers. One member of
the class married a wife who served in the navy of
one of the Allies. All the men who served saw foreign
service.
Three members of the class are now ministers,
five are in business and two are either full-time or
part-time teachers. The fourteen women classify
themselves as housewives though one is a substitute
teacher. Two of the women married farmers. One
male member of the class is a successful coach at a
state college. Two other men are heads of businesses.
The husbands of at least eight members of the class

are also in business. One of the women is the wife of
one of the class ministers, who also happens to be
the Ph.D.
The class members found their spouses in various
places, both in this country and abroad. Some met
while in service, others while attending school. Some
married their home town boy or girl friend. Presently
the members are scattered in eight states from California to Michigan with the largest group, thirteen,
located in Iowa.
As to religious affiliation, and all presently claim
one, there are eleven different denominations represented, either currently, or original for either class
members or spouses. All are Protestant.
There was considerable variation in how the
members reported church activities in which tljl'y had
participated and any special honors or accomplishments of themselves or spouses. Apparently some
were most reluctant, or modest. It does appear, how"
ever, that most all have been quite active in local
church work; as Sunday School teachers, deacons,
elders, members of special building or financial or
mission committees. Also, many have been active in
local community organizations, often holding high
offices and doing other responsible and important
work.
In short, the Class of 1939 seems to be a good
cross section of America, and is no doubt quite typical
of other classes of Northwestern. Although none have
attained world renown, or seem likely to do so from
present indications, also, none have gained unwanted
recognition of an undesirable kind. It would appear
that the members of this class have enjoyed more than
their fair share of success and happiness and have
been willing to be equally generous in sharing with
and helping others.
It would be interesting to survey this class again
ten years from now.
- Delora Koele
Dwight N. Grotenhouse

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Mouw of Orange City will
celebrate their 52nd wedding anniversary on February 26. Mr. Mouw is one of the custodians at Northwestern. Mrs. Mouw, the former Hattie Muilenburg,
is a graduate of the Academy, Class of 1904. "I just
loved every hour of my student days at Northwestern," she said.
When asked how they managed to keep so young,
Mrs. Mouw replied: "Just keep interested in as many
things as you can. Once a person begins to lose interest in what is going on about him - he's sure to
grow old."
"Yes" added Mr. Mouw, "and good hard work
helps) tab."
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Calvin De Vries, Class of 1941
Pastor of Sherwood Presbyterian Church,
Washington, D.C.
Calvin De Vries was born in the Middle West,
was graduated from Northwestern College in 1941
as valedictorian, and Hope College, where he took
honors in philosophy, then attended New Brunswick
Theological Seminary, graduating in 1947. For ten
years he was one of the ministers of Fourth Presbyterian Church in Chicago, and since 1957 has been
pastor of Sherwood Presbyterian Church in Washington.
This sermon emphasizes the need for personal
commitment to Christ rather than a mere intellectual
or theoretical association. It is brave, forthright
preaching. - Editors' Note.
The German artist of a century past,
has a well known painting, "Christ and
Young Ruler," in which is dramatized the
demand of the Christian life: commitment.
man, character

and intelligence

Hoffman,
the Rich
dominant
A young

in his pensive

face,

stands before Jesus. He has come to ask Jesus what
he should do to inherit eternal life, or in our vernacular, what he must do to qualify for the Christian
life. Jesus reminds him of the commandments, and
the young man replies with simple candor that he
has always obeyed these. According to ostensible
standards he was a deeply religious person. He came
from a fine family, grew up in the church, was intelligent, moral and concerned. Unless we understand
this we shall miss the full force of the story. Jesus
then asks him to sell all that he has, give it to the
poor and follow him. At this point Hoffman catches
the scene. Here stands the young man, he cannot
look into Jesus' searching eyes for he will not meet
this demand, and he leaves in deep dejection.
This is not a story about a share-the-wealth plan.
Either poverty or wealth can pose problems for the
Christian. The real issue here is one of commitment.
What was asked of the young man was a total commitment, a total engagement of his life by Jesus
Christ. Is it startling to realize that Jesus Christ asks
no less from anyone of us who would be a Christian?
The young man, like many persons and communities today, would have been appalled at the suggestion that his religion was superficial and that in
a radical sense he was deeply irreligious. Nevertheless, precisely this is the position of the Bible. To be
a profoundly religious person in the biblical sense is
not in the first place to be very moral or to know all
about the Bible. If this were true there could be no
way in which, for instance, David or Peter could be
described as "religious." Both were impulsive persons,
'This sermon is reprinted with permission from Best
Sermons, 1959-60Protestant Edition (p. 92) copyright
1959by the editor, Dr. G. Paul Butler, published by
Thomas Y. Crowell, New York. The book contains
42 outstanding sermons by clergymen and laymen
of ten Protestant denominations in the United States
and of five European countries. Sermons by Dr. Joseph R. Sizoo and Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers were also included. Dr. Butler, religious and book editor of the
New York Daily Mirror, examined nearly eight thousand sermons in the process of selecting those he could
call "best."

capable of bald disloyalties, with lives of considerable
moral ambiguity. Yet both stand as mountain peaks
on the horizon of the Bible. Both, for all their disloyalties, were profoundly religious persons for they
were deeply committed persons. This is the most
searching test of religious depth and earnestness.
Take the razor edge of this test and see how it
exposes the superficiality of much that passes for religion today. Many of us, with restrained pride, speak
of the communities in which we live as religious. In
them we find a high concern for the arts, for world
affairs, for charitable and social service work. Religious cynics we have with us always. But for the
most part our communities not only tolerate religious
faith; in a detached and sophisticated way they consider themselves religious. Predestination and psychoanalysis are raised in the same evening. Modern theologians such as Niebuhr and Tillich are often quoted
by the presumed patrons of religion. Above all else,
religion is often discussed. However, to speak of a
personal and searching commitment to Jesus Christ
as Lord and Saviour would be regarded as rather vulgar.
It is exactly in this same sense that many of our
communities are irreligious from a biblical perspective. Persons assiduously
avoid soul-shaking com- ....__
mitments by their detached talk about religion. Few
of them care about God in
a gripping way. One suspects that the most deeply irreligious persons are
not always the cynics but
rather
those who can
speak charmingly about
religion and yet refuse to
be engaged by it. This
mood often passes for the
virtue of tolerance. It is
not tolerance but rather
pervasive skepticism. No
one has the right to be
called tolerant unless he
cares about something _~....;.. __
so deeply
he
would
die for it, still granting the right of opposing points
of view and really listening to them.
When the Apostle Paul came to Athens and spoke
at the famed Areopagus he found just such a disengaging audience. His chronicler puts it somewhat
cynically, "Now all the Athenians ...
spent their
time in nothing except telling or hearing something
new." And Paul, tongue in cheek, one suspects begins
by saying, "I perceive that in every way you are very
religious." Paul was not successful in Athens. It
wasn't really that these people were opposed to religion. They just didn't care enough. They were
against any position that was articulate and probing
and certain. The Areopagus was, no doubt, the same
court which four hundred and fifty years earlier had
charged Socrates with "corrupting young men and
not recognizing the gods whom the city recognized."
It is an interesting commentary on Greek civilization, the greatest intellectual culture the world has
known, that it never came to a clear-cut and deeply
monotheistic faith, as did the late Old Testament
con't to next page

Why I Became a Milliona,y
It was during my second year at

Northwestern College I was made to
realize that I was placing the wrong
emphasis on things of life and wasn't
really living at all.
I had always maintained the habit
of spending a few moments each day
in Bible reading, meditation and prayer. This one particular day as I waited
before the Lord the heart-searching
question occurred to me. "Ken! What
are you really living for?" I don't believe I had ever seriously answered a
question of that nature. I suppose no
other person had asked me that. Therefore, as I scrutinized the motives of my life, I felt I
had to come up with truth.
"I'm living for a .good education." That's one
reason why I was at Northwestern. I felt that every
young person needed a good education to succeed, and
so did I.
I hesitated further and found another thing for
which I was living. "I'm living for money in the bank."
After all, wasn't financial security an essential part
of life's provisions for a young man? I had saved quite
a few dollars from three years of army service and
was thinking in terms of more savings.
An honest look at my life revealed something else
I was living for. "I'm living to drive a nice automobile." At the time I owned an Oldsmobile. I guess it
never existed for me but I lived for it.
Finally I came up with one more. "I'm living to
have a wife and family someday." After all, didn't
con't from preceding page
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prophets. Isn't the reason obviou~? The discovery. of
truth is dependent not only upon intellectual abilities
but much more upon willingness to be engaged by the
truth. It depends upon commitment. The deeply committed person often understands truth more deeply
simply because he gives himself to it,. than does the
more intelligent person whose skepticism sometimes
prevents any meaningful participation in truth.
What I have been saying would be quite misunderstood if taken merely as critical moralism directed
to others. Eventually we must turn the focus of this
matter upon our own lives. All of our thinking and
talking about the Christian faith, all of our church
attendance and our prim righteousness, are meaningless apart from a deep and determining commitment
to Jesus Christ. For biblical faith is not so much concerned with religious ideas or morals as it is concerned
with man's ultimate allegiance, his complete commitment to God's will and way for his life.
Consider one more benefit or such an absorbing
commitment as Jesus Christ calls for. Such a commitment enlarges and enriches life. Do not many of us
raise fundamental doubts about that? In earlier days,
going through an intellectual struggle with the Christian faith, I was certain that commitment meant giving up one's intelligence, sacrificing one's inner self

in a way that was essentially unrealistic and destruc-

every young man want that out of
life? Certainly I did and it was another
one of those things for which I was
living.
Here I stopped a moment and reflected on my life as I lived it with
everyone

around me. I seemed to see

myself living like everyone else lived.
Suddenly I felt how true it was of me
when I spoke out loud and said, "God,
I guess I'm living for everything everybody else is living for."
This truthful confession gained God's
attention. I believe He met my need
in directing my attention to Romans
12:2 ", . . be not conformed to this
world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect, will of God."
When I listened to God's voice through this verse
I realized that everyone of these things for which I
was living, although in themselves not wrong, certainly weren't life. I wasn't really living at all. I was
merely conforming. What I needed was a mental transformation. This was a wonderful discovery. I could
have gone on indefinitely merely conforming and thus
missed transformation. I could have gone on living
for what I thought were good things in life and missed the "perfect will of God."
The world passes away and its desires but the man
who does God's will endures forever.
by Kenneth Jacobs, Class of 1947
tive. Commitment

had overtones

of confinement,

of

rigidity and puritanism. The whole experience of my
life has been that when one commits one's life to
Jesus Christ there are indeed sacrifices,

often things

deeply cherished. But one always receives them back
again, profoundly enriched and enlarged.
We need, all of us, to lift commitment to Jesus
Christ out of a narrow parochialism. Commitment

does not force us into a kind of prefabricated personality. Commitment is choice of direction. It is a living
loyalty, an enlarging trust, a saving love. One cannot
make one's Christian life over in the image of another
or it will be false. It is erroneous to think that commitment must be identified with conversion experiences, as redemptive as they can be. But commitment

must be real, specific and' personal. When it is one
can be as intelligent as one wishes, as fun-loving as
another, having lost nothing but having gained "Some-

one" for whom we would trade the whole world.
Have you ever had the experience of being forced
to do something for a friend, give something to another? Perhaps you felt cheated and sorry for yourself. Then one day the other person repaid you a
thousand times over. What began with feelings of
being forced sacrifice ended up with enlargement.
How often commitment to Jesus Christ is like that. We
thought we would be confined when actually we were
set free. We expected to pay a fine but found instead
that we were receiving dividends.
con't to next page
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Whe" Doe,tbe Cbu,cb Cet It, Minilfe/'l?
by Wallace N. Jamison, Ph. D.
Professor of Church History
and Missions
New Brunswick Theological Seminary
I

I·

Among the many qualities which
mark the ministry of the Apostle Paul,
nothing stands out with greater force
than his concern for the ministry of
his church. Paul, in that remarkable
address to the elders at Ephesus contained in the 20th chapter of the book
of Acts, crystalized this concern in a
way that has relevance not only to the
church of his day, but to the church
of our own. "Take heed," he said to
these church leaders, "to yourselves
and to all the flock, in which the Holy Spirit has
made you guardians, to feed the church of the Lord
which he obtained with his own blood."
Everywhere he went, Paul was alert for the men
in his various churches who could assume leadership
and had outstanding ability. We know some of the
men he selected, the young Timothy, whom he trained
on his missionary journeys and sent to a difficult
church; Titus, who was sent to an even more difficult

field in Crete; and Philemon, pastor of the church in
Colossae. These were the men that Paul set over the
church, because Paul knew then as we know today
that the church is rarely stronger than its leadership.
Indeed it would not be unfair to say, that no matter
how discouraged or how run-down or how in debt or
can't from preceding
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Belonging to Jesus Christ is always a wonderfully
redeeming experience. It means that although in our
finest virtues there lurks unrighteousness, that although in our highest faith stands despair, that although in every moment of life is the threat of death,
still we belong to another who is able to do for us far
more than we are either able to ask or to think. For
it is to God that we ultimately belong, and our commitment to Him, through Jesus Christ, is merely our
confirmation of the irrevocable truth of our existence.
Bending over a cradle a mother whispers to her
child, "Baby, you're mine. I loved you into life." Soon,
however, the years gather their momentum and the
infant is a child, claimed by the uninhibited joys of
life's morning. One day the child is a youth, thinking
about his future. He chooses a vocation and it claims
his mind and heart, seeming to say, "You belong to
me. I will make you .great." The years move on, and
one day his hand is taken by another's hand, who
whispers, "Lover you are mine. We were meant for
one another." Yet how restlessly the river of life
moves.on into the strong, middle years of life with the
claims of parenthood, of work and of friends, the siren
claims of pleasure and social eminence. But the years
refuse to linger and life's river becomes fuller and
deeper and slower. One day this life slips the narrows
of death into eternity's ocean. There in the depthlessness of God and his love, the life hears the whisper,
"My child, you are mine. You have always been mine.
It was I who gave life. It was I who drew you irre-

depleted a church may be, if it secures
a minister with vision and patience and
courage that church will have every
chance for growth and success in the
work of the kingdom. On the other
hand, no matter how fine the edifice,
no matter how large the congregation,
no matter how impressive the budget,
when you have in the church an incompetent, lazy, or worthless minister,
that church will in all likelihood decline in effectiveness and power.
Where does the church gets its ministry? This never bothers most congregations until their pastor resigns or is
taken to another church or dies. But
when the pastor does leave them, then the church becomes very much concerned about securing a new
man. In all likelihood, it will begin by drawing up a
list of requisites to which any candidates for that
church must conform. These requisites often stipulate
that the man be young, that he be a good preacher,
that he be vigorous physically, that he be attractive
to look at, that he commend himself to both young
and old, that he be a good visitor, that he be an accomplished student, that he have an attractive wife,
and well-disciplined children - and that he be willing to come for about two thousand dollars a year.
With this manifesto in hand the church then
sits back to wait for the candidates to hammer at
the door. After about six months, when no candidates
appear, the next thing the church tries to do is to
lure somebody away from another congregation, hoping to make the best bargain that it can. If this does
not succeed, then the church turns to the seminary,
expecting the seminary immediately to give them as
many candidates as they would like. All too often,
however, the seminary has to reply that they have
no available young men who can be sent as candidates
right away.
At this juncture many churches begin to ask angrily, "What is the seminary doing? Why don't they
have young men?"
The answer to this is that ministers cannot be
secured the same way as you secure a side of beef at
the supermarket. To secure a minister one must first
invest in a dedicated servantuf God years of prayer,
of preparation, of financial backing until at length he
is ready to serve the church in thia capacity.
This might be more adequately illustrated by an
experience that happened about 15 years ago when
the federal government opened up new lands for farming out in the state of Oregon. Into this new land which
had been opened up through irrigation poured a large
number of farmers, who decided at length to establish
a church. They also decided that instead of joining a
denomination they would establish a community
church which would be open to people of all creeds,
and they set aside land, made plans for building, and
con't to next page

sistably back to myself through all the other lesser
claims, by the love of Jesus Christ. From me you
carne and to me you return. Only I can say that you
really and wholly belong to me."

con't from preceding page

Ministers ...
were all ready to begin worshiping when they faced
the problem of securing a minister, First of all they
tried advertising for a man, and after two unhappy
attempts, they reluctantly came to the conclusion that
the only way to secure a pastor is through a denomination. Thus, they applied to our board which sent a
young man from seminary out to survey the field. It
turned out to be a very happy experience both for
the young man and for the congregation, and eventually that church became a vigorous congregation
with a fine sanctuary, a fine parsonage and an ongoing work under a capable ministry.
The point I'm trying to make is that we cannot
satisfactorily man our churches unless we are concerned about the teaching institutions which supply
the ministers for our churches.
.
How do we do this? Are you good at arithmetic?
Let. me. give you some figures. Last year the tw~
semmanes of the Reformed Church in America graduated together 50 young men, which looks like a good
round figure. But of this fifty, 20 young men went
to the mission field, or went into graduate study or
became assistant ministers, or entered another' denomination. Undoubtedly these are all good and
worthy vocations, but they do not help to fill our vacant churches. That means that we had only 30 men
left to man the empty pulpits in our denomination.
Now from this 30 it is necessary to subtract 22 because that was the number of men, all ministers of
the Reformed Church, who died in that period. Again,
we must subtract from the balance 20. who retired.
In addition, we must subtract 8 who left the active
pastorate of our church to enter other denominations.
And then on top of this, we get a request from the
Board of Domestic Missions for 10 men to man new
churches in areas given us by the Comity Committee
of the National Council, places where we are permitted to build new churches without competition
from other denominations. If you have been keeping
track of these figures, you should see that we have a
net deficit of 30 ministers last year. This is not just
one year, however, this is the sort of thing that has
been going on many years!
Now you may ask, how do we man our churches
then? Our many vacancies supply part of the answer:
In other cases, men who would like to retire feel the
necessity to come in as stated supplies and give years
of retirement to filling a vacant church. Anyone can
see that. this sort of thing, continued very long, will
necessarily mean the decline of the denomination.
If we are going to sullPly 30 more men every year
than the normal graduatmg classes we will have to
think in terms of expansion. This means money, this
means the concern of the whole church, it means new
buildings, new dormitory facilities, new classrooms,
it will mean an expansion of the professoriate new
men to teach. All of this takes a great deal of financial resource. And yet, if we are going to be true to
our task and to our commitment as a church, this must
be faced and be faced very soon.
.
Yet, this is not the whole story, either. The semmary cannot teach the students unless the students
come to them. Where do our students come from? In
large measure our students come from our church
colleges. About 85 % of the young men who present
themselves for theological training come from our

three church colleges: Hope, Central and Northwestern. That means if we are to enlarge the number of
young men who.present themselves for the ministry,
we must undergird the work of our collegiate institutions so that when the colleges come to us requesting
funds, when they appeal to us for our young men and
women, we can answer that appeal. We must do everything we can to encourage our young people to go to
these schools, and we must do everything we can to
increase the effectiveness of the teaching there so that
our colleges may compare well with other schools of
a like type across our country.
One of the interesting things that we who train
young men for the ministry have noted is the variety
of reasons WhIChled young men to this calling. In a
large proportion of the cases, that which has sent a
young man into the Christian ministry has been the
encouragement of a pastor, or of a Sunday School
teacher, or a member of the consistory, or a parent.
Frequently, it takes little more than just the
question, "John, what are you going to do with your
life? Have you ever considered the Christian ministry?"
We do not want the church to high-pressure their
young people into the ministry; this would be a tragedy, but we do want the church to lay before its capabl... young people the demands of the church. It
should be emphasized also that we do not want the
mediocre or the inferior. We need the best young people you have.
Today if the church is to grow and if the church
is to commend itself to the unchurched of our land
we must have the kind of ministry that is attractiv~
spiritually, physically, morally and intellectually.
Unless we have a strong church, we cannot send
out missionaries. Unless we have strong educational
institutions, we cannot have a strong church. Consequently, in every way all of the work of the church
depends ultimately upon the total co-operation of the
church. We all depend upon one another.
. It is of vital importance that in the future planmng of our General Synod, of our Particular Synods,
of our Classes and consistories that we look at the
total picture, that with vision and with courage we
take up goals which will enable us to enlarge all of
our facilities, to lengthen our cords and strengthen
our stakes. In this way and in this way alone will we
have a ministry that is well prepared, made up of men
who are worthy servants of Jesus Christ, workmen
that need not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word
of truth.
The concern of Paul should be our concern and
if it is our concern then we need have no fear fo~ our
future as a denomination.

NW on TV
Northwestern College appeared on "College on
Camera" over station KVTV on Saturday, January
30th, from 11:30 to 12:00.
The Male quartet, composed of Howard Beernink,
Doug Groen, Cornie Vonk and Ken Netten sang selections of sacred and secular songs. The Choral Readers participated also.
Mrs. H. L. England, Head of the Speech and
Drama Department at Northwestern College, directed the program.
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$u,vey 01 Jewilh Wonhip . . . Away

by Sylvia J. Scorza, Th.D.
•.
Professor of Bible and Languages
When Solomon built the temple in
the tenth century B.C. it received immediate acceptance as the central
sanctuary for Jahweh worship in Israel.
However, the temple was not without
its rivals and substitutes down through
Old Testament history, despite the emphasis of Deuteronomic law on a
single center of worship. Bethel, Gilgal,
Shechem and Hebron, to mention a
few with long histories, were among
the holy places not entirely eclipsed
by the resplendant new house of Jahweh in Jerusalem. They illustrate the
continuing worship by Jews, from choice or necessity,
outside of Jerusalem. The purpose of this study is to
trace the course of that worship to the time of the
destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D..
The establishment by Jeroboam of the formal
worship of Jahweh at Bethel and Dan after the division of the kingdom testified to the supersedure of
Jerusalem, in less than thirty years, over all the traditional sanctuaries. Jeroboam could not hold the
political allegiance of his people if they made their
three annual pilgrimages to the capital city of his
rivai king, Rehoboam. Had the North Israelite altars
been accorded equal or higher standing than the new
holy hill of Zion, it would not have been necessary
for the king to throw the weight of his royal support
to the older rival centers. To insure the success of his
revolt with the ten tribes from the sovereignty of
Solomon's son he strengthened the appeal of Bethel,
associated with the worship of the patriarchs, and
Dan, a sanctuary from the period of the judges, by
erecting in each place a goiden calf as the seat or
throne of Jahweh. Since the calves themselves came
to be idolized, although contrary to the intentions of
the king, the blame fell on his head and it was thenceforth known as "the sin of Jeroboam the son of Nebat."
Dan continued to be a religious center until its fall to
the Assyrian emperor, Tiglath-pileser III in 734 B.C.
The more popular Bethel cult survived even the captivity of the northern kingdom in 722 B.C'.to meet its
end when its altars were defiled in the reforms of
J asian in 621.
For worshipers separated forcibly from their
temple by Nebuchadrezzar in 597 B.C. another sort
of substitute was necessary. "How can we sing the
Lord's song in a strange land?" They felt abandoned
by their God until he revealed his presence to the
priest-prophet Ezekiel, as he dwelt by the Chebar
Canal. It was not the Jerusalemite subjects of Zedekiah, but the Babylonian captives with J ehoiaehin,
who were the true worshiping remnant of the people
of God. Through them God would rebuild a new and
finer temple at Jerusalem. This period of exile thus
provided for the possibility of worship without sacrifices, and the Jewish synagogue was born. Even when
the temple was rebuilt by Zerubbabel the synagogue
continued as a valid means for Jews at some distance
from the temple to worship with regularity.
The dispersion of the Jews to many lands saw
the multiplication of synagogues and at least one instance of a temple being erected to J ahweh in a foreign land. A thriving colony of Jews settled in Ele-
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the Temple

phantine, at the first cataract of the
Nile, and built as the center of their
settlement this small temple. They
were Aramaic-speaking Jews, subj ects of the Persian emperors, and in
the sixth and fifth centuries they recorded the details of their life on
papyrus. These papyri were preserved in the dry climate of Egypt for
2500 years. It is evident that they
could not have been highly orthodox
Jews to build a temple outside of
Jerusalem, and though they made appeals to the governor of Judea the
Jerusalem leaders looked upon them
as little better than the Samaritans
and unworthy of recognition,
Antiochus Epiphanes, Seleucid ruler of the second
century B.C. attempted to force the Jewish acceptance
of Greek culture and even the worship of the Greek
gods. This inflamed the Jews to revolt, and after the
tyrant was driven out, the liberating family of the
Maccabees provided for the resumption of temple ritual by a cleansing and reconsecration ceremony.
In this same century arose the three parties of
Judaism known as Sadducees, Pharisees and Essenes.
The Sadducees included the priestly families and controlled the temple. The Pharisees, though differing
from them in theology and certain practices, joined
the Sadducees in the use of the temple. Most students
of the Dead Sea scrolls believe the Qumran community which produced these scrolls was Essene. An
Essene ieader known as the Teacher of Righteousness
became involved in a controversy with a high priest.
As a result the Teacher of Righteousness was persecuted by the religious authorities and possibly even
martyred. The Essene sect withdrew from Jerusalem
and took no further part in temple worship.
For the temple observances no longer available
they substituted an intensive program of scripture
study. Through their study of the Old Testament they
came to an understanding of God's forgiveness of sin
apart from temple sacrifices and clearly by grace.
Their sacrifices were lithe fruit of their lips," that is,
praise to God. In anticipation of the fulfillment
of prophetic promises they looked for their vindication as followers of the two Messiahs to come. The
communal society at Qumran continued to 68 A.D.
and thus were side by side with the beginnings of
Christianity.
The Christians gave to the Jewish nation the final
substitution for the temple at Jerusalem. More than
a substitution, it was actually a fulfillment of the sacrificial system of the Israelites. Therefore Christ predicted the destruction of the temple even while he
himself observed its great feasts and taught within its
precincts. Stephen, before the Sanhedrin, defended by
a historical survey the thesis that the worship of God
and the dwelling place of God have never been restricted to the temple.
The Judaizers in the Christian church could not
understand that the law and the temple had lost their
supremacy in the coming of Christ and his church, but
the whole history of the Jews had culminated in the
clear truth of Jesus Christ: "God is a spirit and they
that worship him must worship him in spirit and in
truth."

The Ch/'igfian anti Hit CII/fllte
by Richard Jansma

One of the most perplexing problems for the
Christian is his relation to his society and the culture
of his day. This has been a problem with which Christians have had to wrestle throughout the whole of the
history of Christianity. The problem has become even
more complex and confusing in our day when we
find Christians joining with secularists in a common
cause such as the elimination of religion from our
public schools. On one hand, we have Christ's command to love our enemies and on the other, we have
our national government spending nearly half of its
yearly budget for defense.
The Jews of Jesus Christ's day also faced the
problem of the relation of the One who called Himself
the Christ to their culture. Jesus was a threat to the
legalistic religious culture of that day. Rather than
obeying the Law as it concerned itself with matters
such as the Sabbath, He transcended it with obedience
to His Father in heaven. His command to turn the
other cheek, to love one's enemies, certainly clashed
with the Jewish nationalism of that day. To the practical Jew, He seemed an impractical dreamer bent on
ignoring or destroying the culture in which He lived.
Finally, it was felt that it was better for one man to
die than for the whole nation to perish.

At this point, an analysis of culture might be
helpful. H. Richard Niebuhr in his book Chris! and
Cullure has listed culture as having these characteristics: 1. It is an organization of humans into permanent groups. 2. It is a human achievement. It is distinguished from na ture by noting the effects of human
effort. For instance, a river is nature, but a canal is
culture. 3. Culture's world is a world of values. 4.
Culture is concerned with the present and material
realization of these values. 5. It is interested with the
conservation of these values. 6. There is a pluralism
in culture, that is: it is concerned with the realization
of more than just one value or set of values.
Professor Niebuhr divides Christian culture into
three main categories. The first group is Christ against
culture, We find many examples of this, even within
Protestant Christianity. Sects are calling for withdrawal from the world and opposing all culture as
"worldly" and therefore sinful. This is often held to
be the view of the early Christian church.
Members of this group can also be found in the

Roman Catholic community. Within monasteries and
convents are people who have completely withdrawn
from the world and its culture.
The second group is the type which feel there is
an agreement between Christ and culture. Modern
exam pies of this are to be found in the liberal branch
of the Christian church with their belief in the essential goodness of man. This second group understands
Jesus as a great moral teacher or as an example of the
finest in human life. An American of this type, Thomas Jefferson, illustrates their way of thinking about
Jesus when he says that Jesus did two things:
"1. He corrected the Deism of the Jews, confirming them in their belief in one only
God, and giving them juster notions of his
attributes and government.
2. His moral doctrines relating to kindred
and friends, were more pure and perfect
than those of the most correct of the philosophers, and greatly more so than those of
the Jews; and they went far beyond both
in inculcating universal philanthropy, not
only to kindred and friends, to neighbors
and countrymen, but to mankind, gathering all into one family under the bonds
of charity, peace, common wants and
common aids."
This type of optimism about man's goodness and the
goodness of culture in its relationship to Christ has
been forced by the events of our century to give way
to a more realistic view of the relationship of Christ
and culture.
A third group attempts to achieve a synthesis between Christ and culture. This synthesis type is
usually felt to be the most desirable and most Christians try to achieve some sort of harmony between
Christ and the culture in which they live.
The problem goes deeper than this however for
we find that a tension must exist in' the life ~f a
Christian as he is aware of his responsibility to Christ
and his responsibility to the culture in which he lives.
If all things are created by Christ and by Him consist
then this must obviously include the world and its culture, but we have been told to "love not the world"
that in it we find "lust of the flesh, lust of the eyes
and pride of life," and that whoever loves the world
does not have the love of the Father in him. Paul points
out that political authorities are divinely instituted and
then urges believers not to use the law courts in
pressing claims against each other. For the Christian
is faced with the fact that he can find no easy solution
to the apparent paradox of Christ and culture.
With all his striving against his old nature the
Christian is -still a citizen of Time as well as Ete;nity.
He knows that he must seek after what he can never
find, perfection within himself and within his culture.
Every day, every moment, in order for the Christian to
Iive,he must die unto himself. It is this seeming contradiction, that in order to live he must die, the fact
that the most reasonable thing about his faith is its
unreasonableness which must drive him to his knees
before the Almighty. It is for the Christian to learn
anew that grace works from God to man. The Christian
must realize that in order to solve the contradictions
in his life, the paradox of Christ and culture he must
admit that he cannot solve them. It is God, the Almighty, the Eternal, the Unchanging, who works upon
the Christian, leading him and directing him to new
life, beyond himself, in Christ.
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UExodus"

Book Review

by Leon Uris
Doubleday & Co., Inc., 599 pp., 1958
Bantam Books Inc., 599 pp., 1959
This book deserves its selection by
the Book-of-the-Month Club, in September of 1959,and its continued popularity, for many months, as a best
seller. I consider it one of the outstanding books it has been my pleasure to read in recent years.
The basic theme of this book is
found in the Book of Exodus where
Moses is commanded by God to say
to Pharaoh, "Let my people go." This
is repeated time and again through
this book as actual historical facts are
woven into a wonderful story. The
facts are the terrific sufferings and
oppressions dealt to the Jews by all peoples, in modern times even as of old.

This novel is divided into five books. These are
entitled: "Beyond Jordan," "The Land Is Mine," "An
Eye for an Eye," "Awake i~Glory," "With Wing~ as
Eagles." The story deals with the eventual establishment of the nation of Israel as the culmination of the
decades, even centuries, of suffering, persecution

and

death for millions of Jews. The almost magical words,
"Eretz Israel," are on the lips of millions

of, Jews,

repeated almost as the words of the Torah, with religious fervency.
As leading characters are met, there is a flash
back to their early history, and the sufferings and persecutions they endured; not alone in Nazi Germany,
with its concentration camps and genocide; but the
persecutions and broken promises of the British, Russians, Poles and many others. There IS also portrayed
the kindnesses of many non-Jews, such as the Danes
during World War II, who, following the lead of their
king, all chose to wear the Star of David when the
uermans demanded all Jews must be so marked.
Later they moved all Jews secretly by night out of
the country to Sweden and safety.
In a sense this is a religious book for it shows
the movement of the Jews back to Palestine as the
fulfilling of God's promise. Certainly the Jews, whose
story is here told, were filled with a dedication so
great as to be only akin to religious zeal.
If you desire an understanding as to why the
Jews are a problem in the world today, with
their insistence on having a nation of their own, even
at the expense of war with the Arabs, who threaten
them, then you should read this book. It will help
you understand why even now in Germany, England,
and cities of this nation, Jewish schools and synagogues are being defaced with swastikas and crude
words and threats.
Part of the answer is certainly contained in this
exchange between Karen and Kitty, two of the leading characters, one a J ewess, the other an American
gentile.
"... You know that even when I was a little girl
in Denmark I asked myself why I was born a Jew.
I know the answer now. God didn't pick us because we
were weak or would run from danger. We've taken
murder and sorrow and humiliation for six thousand

years and we have kept faith. We
have outlived everyone who has tried
to destroy us. Can't you see it, Kitty? ...
this little land was chosen
for us because it is the crossroads of
the world, on the edge of man's wilderness. This is where God wants HIS
people to be ... on the frontiers, to
stand and guard His laws which are
the cornerstones of man's moral existence. Where else is there for us
to be?"

"Israel stands with its back to the
wall" Kitty cried. "It has always
stood that way and it always will ...
with savages trying to destroy you."
"Oh no Kitty, no! Israel is the
bridge between darkness and light."
For a more complete answer you should read the
book.
If you are one of those who hate the Jews, and
that includes most of us, with our vulgar remarks
about the "kikes," and such remarks of similar vein,
or defacing of synagogues, then you should read this
book simply to learn how great has been our offense,
those who speak and think in that fashion, against
the Jews. The horrors described are but a logical result after years of lip service to such expressions and
thoughts of contempt. So all who feel such contempt
for "Jews" are in part guilty for what has been done
to this people.
The book frankly

admits

mistakes

80m2

of its

people have made. There seems to be little attempt
to gloss over such errors, though it naturally gives
the Jewish

side. However,

I have never known

it to

be considered wrong for an American to defend the
record of this nation, so do not see how any fair minded person can object to the book on this score.
Certainly a true Christian should feel sympathy
for this peculiar people, along with admiration. After
reading this book vou might also experience a bit of
shame for the evils done the Jews by millions of
people who have called themselves Christians.
.
I cannot recommend this book too highly for
those interested in a good story based on facts. A
lover of the Bible will enjoy following the parallels
between biblical 'prophecy and the return of the
Jews to Palestine. They will see a fulfilling of God's
promise,

"Let my people

go."

-

Dwight N. Grotenhouse

The Academy students participated in a preliminary speech contest, January 30th at Sioux Center. A
superior rating was given to Ardith Mans for her presentation of The Blessed Damosel, a dramatic declamation.
Receiving excellent ratings were: Audrey Vander Maaten, Phyllis De Weerd and John De Beer in
Radio Speaking; Carolyn Jasper, Geri Haarsma and
Tom De Koster in Interpretative Reading Prose and
Poetry; Geneva Van Engen and Ruth Haarsma in
Dramatic Declamation; Laura De Beer, Geri Ter Horst
and Audrey Vander Maaten in Humorous Declamation; Joyce Fedders in Oratorical Declamation and
the One Act Play, "Square Pegs.'
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Chang" I Have $,en at Nol'fhw_n
-

Rev. J. J. Van Del' Schaaf,

For nearly three-quarters of a century we
have been able to observe changes at Northwestern.
My wife, the former Ade Muilenburg, and four children were graduated from the institution.
In 1870the Orange City colony was founded. From
the very beginning there was in the hearts of these
pioneers a burning desire to give their children Christian instruction. When a rumor was circulated that
the school building was to be erected midway between Orange Citv and Alton, the Honorable Henry
Hospers donated eight acres of land at the foot of
main street where the first buildings were erected.
In 1882, the Board of Trustees of the Northwestern Academy was incorporated, and the following
year a two-room school building was erected on this
land. Here the classes met until the town hall was
used for this purpose. Henceforth the building became the principal's home.
Zwemer Hall, with George Pas as architect, was
erected in 1894at a cost of $16,000.In 1949the thirteen
acres for the east campus were purchased. Since this
time several other large and expensive buildings have
been erected, while at the present a men's dormitory
is being built. Ground has been broken for a much
needed president's house. A chapel is also needed.
Over $11,000'has been collected.

Class of 1904

For years these two dedicated leaders, Dr. Henry Colenbrander and Dr. Jacob Heemstra, have served as Jachin and Boaz for this temple of God. Dr. Colenbrander served as president of the board, receiving
no remuneration whatever for all his labors. Dr.
Heemstra, as an able educator, taught the sound doctrines of the Word of God.
Northwestern
is
a
church school and is
therefore not tax supported. Most of the financial support comes from
voluntary gifts. Churches are increasingly giving
more financial support.
Under the very able leadership of President Jacob
Heemstra's wife, the Women's Auxiliary was organized in 1928.The moral and financial support
given by this organization during these many
years is noteworthy. The
institution has seen critical years. Of late the
Laymen's

Committee

has

assisted in the building
program.

When the Academy was opened in 1882the Rev.
J. W. Warnshuis was instructor and the Rev. J. A. de
Spelder, principal. Dr. A. F. R. de Lespinesse, resident physician, started a course in medicine,

and plan-

ned to add law and theology. He was driven by sentiment rather than sound judgment.
When 1 enrolled in 1904the faculty was composed
of only four instructors with an enrollment of about
forty-five. The capable and well loved Phillip Soulon
was principal. Today its faculty number twenty-two
well trained instructors with a number of part-time
teachers. In 1928, the Junior College was begun and
a four-year degree is now offered. Northwestern is
accredited by the North Central Association.
Every year the College holds a consecration week.
The services of an able and consecrated man are used.
The students have their YMCA and YWCA to greatly
enrich their spiritual lives. Every morning faculty
and students gather in the chapel to worship together.
Gospel teams are sent to conduct services in the area.
Over 350 of Northwestern's graduates have entered the Christian ministry. A large army of them has
entered the foreign and domestic mission fields.
What Dr. Demarest wished for our denomination
may we wish for Northwestern:
"Be it ever said: the Reformed Church still stands,
but be it never said: The Reformed Church stands
still. "
A man who falls down gets up quicker than one
who lies down.
No man is good enough to govern a man without
the others consent.

